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1. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION 
Mortality kinetics of a population of N similar organisms have often 
been described by specifying the time-dependence of the hazard function 
h(t), defined as 
(la) 
A particularly successful form of h(t) for various species, under time- 
independent conditions, is the Gompertz-Makeham hazard function 
h(t) = m + eAtyr (lb) 
in which the parameters m, i, y are convenient measures of the effects of 
environmental influences on longevity (see Ref. [l] for further details and 
references to these and following statements of facts). For example, high 
doses of energetic radiation shorten the life expectations of mice and fruit 
flies, in a manner quantified by the dose-dependence of m, A, y. However, 
the same method of quantification appears to show life prolongation of 
these species by very low doses of the radiation (as compared with radia- 
tion-free controls), despite generally deleterious effects of such radiation on 
cells in cultures. 
In an attempt to put these apparently paradoxical effects on a rational 
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basis, Bass, Green, and Boxenbaum [ 1 ] postulated a cellular mechanism 
underlying the Gompertz-Makeham phenomenology. If aging is due to a 
competition between regulating elements (cells) which prolong and shorten 
the life of the organism, then life prolongation can be brought about even 
by a generally deleterious agent that affects the life-shortening regulating 
cells more adversely than the life-prolonging ones at least at some (low) 
doses. Thus the numbers nl, n2 of the life-prolonging and life-shortening 
regulating elements (cells) are the hidden variables at the cellular level, 
which determine the observed longevity in this model. Their connection 
with the hazard function is postulated in the form 
A=(1 +n2/nl)/zM (2) 
with a positive constant z~. The time course of the fraction n,/n, is 
modelled by an appropriately generalized competitive exclusion process of 
the Volterra type, as follows. The regulating cells compete for a limited 
number (T of sites in the organism. They reproduce by self-generation (such 
as division) with rate constants k,, k2, and die with the specific rate 
constants /I1 and /&, respectively. Moreover, the life-prolonging elements 
are transformed to life-shortening ones at the specific rate c: 
dn, ~=k,n,(a-n, -nz)-/lln, -cn, 
dnz- dt - k2n2(a - nl - 4 - lb2 + cnl 
(3) 
If the parameters in (3) are time-independent, and if k, = kz, one 
deduces (lb) from (2) and (3), with the paramters of (lb) expressed in 
terms of the parameters of (2) and (3) and of initial values of n,, n2 which 
represent congenital influences. Suitable dependence of parameters /Ii, /IZ, 
and c in (3) on the radiation dose can then account quantitatively for 
observed dose-dependent life prolongation and shortening, as shown in 
Ref. [l]. 
The model described above requires elucidation and extension in several 
respects. If k, = k,, then the time-course of n,/n, is readily deducible from 
(3) without any analysis of n2 and n, separately (this had been one of the 
attractions of postulating h(t) in the form (2)). But if, as is natural, 
k, #k,, then n,(t) and n,(t) must be studied separately, or a different form 
of (2) must be chosen (dependent on n:lk2 /n ;‘“I). Furthermore, the irrever- 
sibility of conversion of n, into n2 (by the terms + cn i , in (3)) is too restric- 
tive, especially in view of evidence for repair of radiation damage by special 
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cellular repair mechanisms. Admitting a reverse transformation results in 
the equations (with time-derivative now denoted by prime) 
n; =kln*(o-n, -n*)-/?ln, +cln, 
n; = k,n*(o - n, -n*) - p*nz + cznl 1 (4) 
where pi, fiZ now incorporate death, as well as loss to conversion, of each 
cell type. With this extension, n2/n, or n:lk2/n:lkl can no longer be deduced 
without solving for n2(t), nl(t) separately. Next we note that in the actual 
environment, time-dependent doses of radiation and other exogeneous 
agents have periodicities such as diurnal, seasonal, climatic, and nutritional 
with periods which are, in general, not commensurable. The dose- 
dependence of the parameters in (4), in particular of pi, pz, cl, c2, will 
therefore be assumed to lead to almost periodic (especially, to periodic) 
dependence of these parameters in time. The problem then arises of 
describing the asymptotic behaviour of the model (especially of n, and n2) 
at long times. With this motivation we prove theorems concerning the 
long-time behaviours of n,(t), n,(t) under several sets of assumptions. The 
results depend on whether the reversible case (Eq. (4)) or the irreversible 
case (Eqs. (3)) is considered, and whether k, #k, or k, = k,. Less 
obviously, results depend crucially on whether the life-shortening elements 
are advantaged against the life-prolonging elements in the sense b2 - fl, - 
c < 0 for Eqs. (3) (with appropriate extension for Eqs. (4)), or whether the 
reverse is the case. 
Another classifying criterion involves intrinsic relations between gain by 
generation and losses by death and conversion of each species, such as the 
signs of k,o--/l-cl and k,a - p2 - c2. With almost periodic time- 
dependence of the coefficients pi, p2, c,, c2 having arbitrary (possibly 
small) amplitudes, we have the material for the following results, theorems, 
and unsolved problems. As much as possible we have replaced pointwise 
inequalities with inequalities of averages in the time-dependent cases. 
In the irreversible case (Eqs. (3)) we assume that the average intrinsic 
birth rate is greater than the average death for the life shortener (k,a > 
M(p*)). We get an almost periodic “equilibrium” which is globally 
asymptotically stable (Theorems 2, 2’, and 4). If the intrinsic death rate of 
the life shortener is less than the sum of the intrinsic death rate of the life 
prolonger and the loss by conversion (M(d) = p2 - (8, + c) < 0), then the 
life prolonger becomes extinct while the life shortener has an almost 
periodic limiting behaviour (Theorems 2 and 2’). If on the other hand 
M(d) > 0, then both species have an almost periodic limiting behaviour. 
The hazard function of the form (2) then has the same qualitative 
behaviour as for the time-independent case in the sense that for M(d) < 0, 
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h -+ + co, while if M(d) > 0, the hazard function is positive and almost 
periodic. 
For the reversible case (Eqs. (4)), the role of d disappears. In the case 
when the self-generation rates are the same (k, = k2), we get an almost 
periodic pair (&, &) which is globally asymptotically stable, and the 
hazard function is likewise positive and almost periodic (Theorem 6). If the 
self-generation rates are different (k, # k2), then we assume that the 
intrinsic birth rates are greater than the death rates (kio - pi > 0) and these 
quantities are comparable to the loss by conversions (ci); i.e., either 
kio - fii > ci, c = 1,2, or the reverse. We get an almost periodic solution of 
Eqs. (4) (Theorems 8 and 9). Among the minor technical assumptions is 
one that the quantities kia-pi and C, have small relative amplitude. For 
this fully general case (Theorems 8 and 9) we are not able to prove 
stability. 
The organization of the paper is in increasing order of complexity of 
proof. In Section 2 we give some preliminary results. The cases when 
k, = k2 are given in Sections 3, 4, and 6, the first two for the irreversible 
case and the latter for the reversible case. Sections 5 and 7 handle the 
irreversible and reversible cases, respectively, for k, # k2. 
2. PRELIMINARY COMMENTS 
For results on almost periodic functions we refer to [2]. The reader may 
want to consider the special case when almost periodicity is replaced by 
periodicity. All of our theorems contain the statement that we have module 
containment. In the periodic case, this will mean that the solution is 
periodic with the same period as the equation. 
We make repeated use of two results for scalar equations. Most of the 
results of this paper are obtained by judicious reduction to the scalar case. 
OPIAL'S THEOREM. Let x’ = f (t, x) be a scalar almost periodic equation 
and suppose that f(t, .) is monotone and that for each equation in the hull, 
there are unique solutions to initial value problems. If the equation has a 
solution bounded on some ray [to, 00) then there is an almost periodic 
solution with module containment. 
A proof may be found in [2, page 2291. The second result is about the 
equation 
x’ = a(t) - ke”. (5) 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume k > 0 and a is almost periodic. If M(a) = 
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lim ,--rao (l/T)J,Ta(s)ds<O then x(t) - --co as t + cc for any solution. If 
M(a) > 0 then there is a unique bounded solution on R. Zt is almost periodic 
and globally asymptotically stable. We have module containment. 
Proof: If M(a) < 0 then from x’ < a(t) we get x(t) + --a3. When 
M(a) > 0, consider the formula 
e ds=kjm 
0 
exp(-~,~34r)dr)ds. (6) 
We first show that the integral converges. By assumption, si a( t - r) dr > 
(M(a)/2)s ifs is large uniformly in t; see [2, page 321. So the first version 
is obviously finite and we may differentiate under the integral sign. To 
verify that x(t) is formally a solution, we differentiate the second integral. 
We get 
-xfe-x= -se-x +kj.I 
0 
a(t-s)exp(-j,fpSa(r)ds)ds. 
The last integrand is 
a(r)dr))=(d/ds)( -exp( -jia(t-r)dr)) 
so the result follows. 
To show that the right hand side of (6) is almost periodic we let 
la(t + r) - a(t)1 <E; then 
lkj):ew(-~~ a(t+r-r)dr ds-kJ ) omexp(-~~4-r)dr)~ 
<kjomexp(-lIa(t-r)dr) 
’ la(t+t-r)-a(t-r)l dr- 1 ds 
<kfoa (e”-l)exp(-i):a(t-r)dr) 
I 
CD 
0 
s 
<k EseES exp - a(t-r)dr . 
0 0 > 
Now it is sufficient to show that this is small for all small E. So take E < 
M(a)/4 and as above we get an estimate of the form CE where C does not 
depend on E. Evidently x(t) = -ln[k Jr exp(- J; a( t - r) dr)] is well 
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defined for each t and defines a solution of (5). It will be almost periodic 
if bounded, that is, the integral does not have zero inlimum. But because 
x is a solution it is bounded above since x > ln(a(t)/k) implies x’(t) < 0. All 
solutions defined on R must have Ix(t)1 <ln(llull/k). Thus x is a.p. (almost 
periodic) and we have module containment. To prove the exponential 
stability we let 4 be the a.p. solution and x any other solution. Then 
u = Q - x satisfies 
u’=k(ex-eq)=keq(e~“-l), and u(t) # 0 all t. 
By writing eUu’/(eU - 1) = -ke+’ we see that (e’(‘) - l)/(e’(‘) - 1) = 
exp( - k s: e”); the right hand side +O as t+oo and + +cc as s+ --co. 
This gives the exponential stability of cp and its uniqueness as a bounded 
solution on R. 
PROPOSITION 2. Ijf is a differentiable almost periodic function, then 11 f II = 
SUP If( = SUP{ If( IfYkJ = 013 and supf(t)=sup{f(t) If’(t)=O}. 
A similar statement exists for inf. 
ProoJ If f is a constant, the result is clear. Else assume 2s < sup, f (t) - 
inf,f(t).ThenZ,={tIf(t)>sup,f(t)-&}andZ,={tIf(t)<inf,f(t)-&} 
are disjoint relatively dense sets. If I is an open interval contained in I, 
then Z is finite and there are elements of I, in each of the two intervals 
of the complement of I. Thus there is a local maximum off in Z, say to, 
where f’(t,)=O, so sup,f(t)-s<f(tO)<suptf(t). Thus sup,f(t)= 
sup{ f(t) I f’(t) = 0). Similarly for the inf f(t) and hence the norm. 
3. THE SPECIAL CASE, M(d) < 0, k, = k, 
We now turn to the special case, Eqs. (3), with k= k, = k, and n = 
(n,, n2). If the coeffkients are constants, then there are two equilibrium 
points P, = (0,O) and P,(O, c - fi,k). If ~7 - B,/k d 0 then the dynamics in 
the first quadrant is clear, for then P, is a global attractor there. If 
a-/?,/k>O then let J be the Jacobian. 
J(P,)= 
ka-(fll +c) 0 
c k-P, > 
and 
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so that P, is a repeller if ko - ( /I1 + c) > 0 and ko - /I2 > 0. Moreover P2 is 
an attractor if ko - b2 > 0 and d < 0. Here d(t) s /I*(t)- (B,(t) + c(t). 
Accordingly we now make our assumption in the almost periodic case: 
H( 1) the coefficients /Ii, /12, c are positive almost periodic functions 
(a.p. function will always be continuous); 
H(2) M(d) < 0; 
H(3) M(a,)-lim T-r ,(1/T) j; PAS) ds < ko. 
Note that M(d) < 0 and M(b2) < ko imply that M(/I, + c) < ko. That is, 
we are making assumptions that, on the average, the conditions which in 
the constant coefficient case imply PI is a repeller and P2 an attractor now 
hold for the a.p. case. We are able to show that we have essentially the 
same dynamics as in the constant coefficient case, where P, is replaced by 
an almost periodic solution (0, p(t)) which is globally exponentially stable. 
We will use the term “globally exponentially stable” when any solution 
starting in {n 1 n,> 0, i= 1, 2, n # (0, 0)} is attracted exponentially. 
We begin our formal discussion by looking at solutions of (3) which 
start, and therefore remain, on n, = 0. Dropping subscripts for the moment, 
we are considering the equation 
with M(B) < ko. 
n’=kn(a-n)-/?n (7) 
THEOREM 1. Assume j3 is a positive almost periodic function such that 
M(p) < ka. Equation (7) has a unique non-trivial almost periodic solution $ 
that is globally exponentially stable with respect to positive solutions. We 
have module containment. 
Proof: We seek positive solutions by writing n = ex. Then 
x’=(ka-/I-ke” (8) 
and we may apply Proposition 1 to get an almost periodic solution 4 that 
is exponentially stable with module containment. Then II/ = e’?’ is an a.p. 
solution of (7). If n is any other positive solution of (7), we write n = eY and 
by Proposition 1 y - I$ -+ 0 exponentially. Then 
exponentially and In - $1 = In/$ - $1 111/l d 1/1+11 In/$ - 1 I + 0 exponentially. 
Remark. If M(P) > ko then we see that Proposition 1 applied to (8) 
would give that all solutions of (7) go to 0 as in the constant case. 
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We now return to the full set of Eq. (3) with the hypotheses H(l )-H(3). 
As a preliminary to this discussion we note that if 
i 
+l if f(t)>Oor(f(t)=Oandf’(t)>O) 
sgnf(t)- -1 if f(t)>Oor(f(t)=Oandf’(t)<O) 
0 if f(t)=f’(t)=O 
then for D+ the right hand Dini derivative, 
D+ If(t)I = (sgn f(t)) f’(f). 
See [Z, page 134; 33. 
We study the positive solutions of (3) by setting n, = ex and n2 = ey, then 
x’=k(a-e”-eY)-(p,+c), 
y’ = k( d - ex - ey ) - j2 + cex- .“. 
(9) 
LEMMA 1. Assume H(1) and H(2); then for any solution of (9) we have 
e(x ~ Y)(t) < e(x - Y)(O) exp 
s 
'A, t 3 0. 
0 
(10) 
In particular n, = eX + 0 exponentially. 
ProoJ Let u(t) = (x - y)(t), then 
u’(t) = A(t) - c(t) eU(‘) < A(t) 
so that u(t) 6 u(0) + jr, A(s) ds. 
LEMMA 2. Let (x, y) be a solution to (9) with H(l), H(2), and H(3) 
holding. Then y(t) is bounded below. 
Proof: If key < c on an interval [a, b] and a is large so that u(t) < 0, u 
as in Lemma 1, then on that interval y’(t) 2 (ka - /I) -key. This inequality 
can be integrated by setting z(t) = y(t) - Ji (ko - /I). We arrive at 
e -Y(b) < e-Y(a) exp (-jab (kc+) 
+kexp(-~abW-P))~aberp(+~ab(ko-j?))dt. (11) 
The right hand side of this inequality is bounded for b > a. To see this, we 
note that the first term -PO as b + 00 by H(3). Also ji exp j: (ka - /?) dr = 
505/94/2-T 
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(fZp + jfo) exp i: (ko - 8) where t, is chosen so that If: (ko-p) < 
(b - a) M(ka/2 - /I) for b > to. The boundedness now follow from the fact 
that t,- a is independent of a, that is there is a constant A so that 
e-y@) < A. 
THEOREM 2. Assume H(l), H(2), and H(3). Let II/ be the almost periodic 
solution of (7) with p = p2, and (n,, n2) any non-trivial solution of (3). Then 
n,(t) + $(t) exponentially so that n2 is asymptotically almost periodic. Also 
n,(t) + 0. 
Proof. If n,(O) = 0, n2(0) > 0, this conclusion is given by Theorem 1. If 
n,(O) > 0 and n,(O) =O, then n;(O) = M,(O) > 0 so that for t >O, n,(t) > 0. 
Hence it is sufficient o prove the result for nl(t) > 0 and n*(t) > 0. We write 
n, =eX, n, =e-“, $ =e” so that x and y satisfy (9) and 4 satisfies (8). We 
let v= y-4 so that 
v’ = k(e” - eJ’) - ke” + ce.‘- J. (12) 
Fix a t > 0. If v(t) > 0 then we have v’(t) = -ke% - ke” + ce”- Y where 
0 < d(t) < t(t) d y(t). Thus e5(‘) > 1 and by (10) 
v’d -kv+Aexp 
I 
*A. (13) 
0 
We have also used the boundedness of y above. 
If u(t) < 0, then for y the lower bound of y, y d y(t) d t(t) < d(t) and 
hence 
u’(t)2 -kezUPBexp I fA. 0 
Combining (13) and (14) we have an inequality of the form 
(14) 
sgn v(t) u’(t) < --c1 Iv1 + y exp I IA, a > 0. 0 
Thus D+ Iv(t)1 < --o! [VI + y exp 16 A. By standard differential inequalities 
lv( t)l is dominated by z where 
z’ = -az + y exp s (4 40) = l@)l 0 
That z(t) -+ 0 exponentially follows from a > 0 and M(A) < 0. Indeed 
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Write the second integral as jz + s:, where to is such that 1; d < (M(d )/2)s 
for s > t,,. Now ft exp JG de-“(‘-“) -+ 0 like C” and j:, e-a(r-s) exp JS, d 6 
s:o epZ(‘- s)e(“(“)‘2)s ds -+ 0 exponentially since M(d) < 0. So Iv(t)] -+ 0 
exponentially, and n2/$ = ey ~ rp + 1. As in Theorem 1 we have n2 --t $ 
exponentially. 
The solution (0, $(t)) acts as an attractor since (nl(t), n,(t)) -+ (0, $(t)). 
Moreover, as in the constant coefficient case (see [ 11) the hazard function 
n,/n, + +co. We also remark that the above results are independent of the 
sign of ko - (/I, + c). Thus P, could be a saddle. 
4. THE SPECIAL CASE M(d) 2 0, k, = k, 
In the constant coefficient case, if A < 0 and ka - (/?i + c) > 0, then (see 
beginning of Section 3) P, is saddle if ka - /I2 < 0 while P, is a repeller and 
P, is a saddle if ko - p2 > 0. But if ka - (/Ii + c) > 0 (and A > 0) then there 
is a third equilibrium point in the interior of the first quadrant which is an 
attractor if ka - p2 > 0. Let 
A(t)zkc-(/?,+c). (15) 
Note that M(A)>0 implies that M(/?,)>M(/?, +c). Thus H(3) implies 
that M(1) > 0. Let 
H(2)’ M(A) >, 0. 
We set u=n,/n, in Eq. (3). Then 
u’= -Au+c. (16) 
THEOREM 3. Assume H( 1) and H(2)‘. Then Eq. (16) has an almost 
periodic solution that is globally asymptotically stable. We have module 
containment. 
ProoJ: The existence of an almost periodic solution 4 with module con- 
tainment is given in [Z, page 1021. Now the difference of two solutions 
satisfies u’ = -Au so u(t) = u(O) exp jh A + 0 as t + ~13 if u(0) # 0. 
Remark. Theorem 3 shows that the hazard function n2/n, + i(t) 
exponentially just as in the constant case (1). That n2/n, + cc also follows 
as above when M(A) d 0. 
THEOREM 4. Let system (3) satisfy H(l), H(2)‘, and H(3). There is an 
almost periodic solution (4, , d2) which is globally asymptotically stable with 
respect to non-trivial solutions. We have module containment. 
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Proof: We let n2 = &zi where $ is the (positive) almost periodic 
solution of (7). This leads to a consideration of 
n;=kn,Ca-n,-~n,]-(B1+C)n, (17) 
which we transfer by n, = ex to 
x’=1-k(1 +~$)e”. (18) 
We argue that there is a bounded solution on [0, co). First if x > In llAl]/k 
then x’ < 0 so every solution is eventually less than some positive constant. 
On the other hand consider 
y’=l-&eY, Y(O) = x(O). (19) 
For k > k( 1 + 11 cp]I ) this has all solutions bounded by Proposition 1 since 
M(1) > 0. But z =x - y satisfies z(0) = 0, z’(0) > 0. Now z(to) = 0 implies 
z’(to) > 0. Thus z(t) > 0 for all t > 0, and x > y is bounded below. Now we 
can apply Opial’s Theorem to get an almost periodic solution I$ to (18). If 
x is any other solution to (18) then u = x - 6 satisfies u(t) # 0 and 
u’=(1+q5)k[e6--eX]=(1+q5)eB(1-e”)k. 
By integration u(t) + 0 as t + co, in fact exponentially. Thus #i = e” and 
q& = q5e@ are a.p. solutions to (3), with module containment. If (ni, n2) is 
any positive solution of (3), then by Theorem 3 
I:-41 (t)<Aexp(-lid), t>O. 
Now n, = ex solves 
while e” solves (18). Then 
e-x(r) = e-x(o) exp 
(+W) 
(20) 
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and 
+kJi[l+d(~)]exp(-j’A)ds. 
s 
Consequently, 
(e-x(0 _ e-@w 
< le -x(O) -e-@(‘)iexp(-jii.(s)ds) 
+Ak/iexp(-jid)exp(-/:).)ds. 
This first term goes to zero as t + co since M(I) > 0. The last integral may 
be written as 
X [I’“exp~~(k~-B,)+IIexpj~(ko-82)]. t>t,. 
0 0 cl 
Fix to so that s> to implies JS, (ka- &) < -M(ka- /12) + M(A)/2. It 
follows that the latter integral goes to 0 like exp(- J& A/2) which is 
exponential. That is le-x(‘) - e- @(‘)I < B exp(- 1; A(s) ds) for t 2 0. Then 
Inl(t) - h(t)1 = In,(t)1 Iv1(t)l +)---& 
1 1 
Q lInIII IlcplII lepx-e-@l 
4n,ll IMI Bew(-j$W$ 
and 
exponentially as exp( - jh A). 
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5. THE SPECIAL CASE M(d)dO, k, # k, 
When k, #k, the simple differential equations that obtained for n,/n,, 
etc., do not hold. Nevertheless, corresponding estimates can be proved. We 
need a new definition of A. 
A(t) = PAtUb - (PI + c)(t)lk, 
and we assume here that M(A) < 0. 
LEMMA 1’. Assume that M(A) < 0. Let inf, /I2 > 0. If (n,, n2) is a non- 
trivial solution qf (3) then 
:(t)<AexpiJiA(s)ds 
for some 2 and A positive. 
Proof Let u(t) = (n,)1’kl/(n,)“‘2. Then u’= u[A - (c/k2)(n,/n,) Q Au 
and we have 
-<Aexp IA(s 
(n,)‘lkl 
(n2)“kz s 
for t>O. 
0 
In particular, n, + 0 as t -+ co. If k, 6 k, we deduce that for large t 
d Ak2 exp kz s f A. A 
If k, > k, we proceed in a different way. We first show that since n, + 0 
we eventually have n, + n2 < (T. To see this, let to be such that n, < a/2 and 
n, da/2 llcll inf, /J2 for t k to. If (n, + n,)(t) 3 o for some t > to we have 
B*nz~Pz(a-n,)~82a/2andcn,~IIclln,~ +(inff12)a/2.Hencefort>to 
we would have 
4 nl=kl(cr-n,-n,)-(p,+c)< -(pl+c) 
< -inf(/I,+c,)< -inf- P,k,<O I k, 
and 
n; = n,k*(o - n, - n2) - j12n2 + cn, 
Qcn,-j3,n,< -&a/2+infflzrr/2d0. 
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Hence for large t, (nr + nz)(t) < 0. We now write u = In nl/n2 and get 
u’=(k,-k,)(a-n,-n,)+d-cn,/n,. 
As we have shown, for large t, cr - n, - n2 > 0 and we are assuming k, > k, . 
Hence o’bd and we get u(t)<u(O)+jbA(s)ds or (nI/n*)(t)d 
A exp sh d(s) ds as was to be shown. 
Inequality (21) is essentially the same as (10) in Lemma 1. We now 
observe that Lemma 2 carries over directly to this case. That is, if n, = e* 
and n2 = e’ here then y satisfies (7) with k replaced by k,. The proof of 
Lemma 2 requires the inequality of Lemma 1 which we now replace by 
Lemma 1’. 
THEOREM 2’. Assume that H( 1 ), M(d) < 0, with d $0 inf p2 > 0 and 
M(fi2) < k,o. Zf (n,, n2) is any non-trivial solution of (3) then (n,, nZ) -+ 
(0, e4) exponentially. Here cp is the almost periodic solution of (7) with 
k=k2 and B=fi2. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 2, if n,(O) = 0 then Theorem 1 
applies. If n,(O) = 0 and n,(O) > 0 then we argue as before that n,(t) > 0 for 
small t and hence we may assume that n, and n2 are positive on a ray 
[t,,ccj).Ifweletn,=e”andn,=e’thenu=y-rpsatisfies(12).Theproof 
is completed in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2. 
6. THE SYMMETRIC SYSTEM, k, =kz 
We now turn our attention to the symmetric system (4). H(1)’ will refer 
to H( 1) extended in an obvious way to the symmetric system. When the 
constants k, and k2 are the same we can proceed much as we have done 
earlier, except there is no d condition. We look at positive solutions by 
writing first u=ln n,/n,. We find that 
u’=(/l, -/?82)+c2eC”-c,e”=f(t, 24). (22) 
We will assume that H(l)‘is satisfied. Thenf,(t, u)= -[c2eP”+c,e”]<0. 
In fact, the [ ] is a convex function with global minimum = 2 & so 
that f,(t, U) d -2 a(t). 
THEOREM 5. Assume that H( 1)’ holds and that inf, cj > 0. There is a 
unique solution 1+4 of (22) bounded on R. It is almost periodic and globally 
asymptotically stable. We have module containment. 
Proof: Since lim, _ oc f(t, 24) = ---co uniformly in t as well as 
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lim U _ poo f(t, U) = +co uniformly in t we easily see that there is a solution 
of (22) bounded on [0, co). We may apply Opial’s Theorem to get an 
almost periodic solution $ with module containment. If u is any other 
solution then w = u - cp satisfies 
w’=fu(t, 5(t))w. (23) 
It follows that sgn w(t) w’(t) = f,(t, l(t)) Iw(t)l so D+ IwI d 
-(inf, 2 &) 1~1. Hence 1wJ + 0 exponentially as t + co. 
We may now proceed in a way analogous to our discussion of the 
M(d) > 0 case in Section 4. 
THEOREM 6. Zf H( 1)’ and ko 2 M(&) hold then the system (4) has an 
almost periodic solution that is globally exponentially stable. There is module 
containment. 
Proof: We let q5 be the a.p. solution from Theorem 5, and let n, = 
e-% 2. Then 
n;=kn,[a-n,-e-‘%,]-/?,n,+c,e-‘%, 
is transformed by n2 = eY to 
y’=(ak-p,+c,eq)-k(l+e-‘P)ey=g(t, y). (24) 
We now argue exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4 that (24) has a solu- 
tion bounded on [0, 00). We need for this that M(ak - p2 + czem9) >O. 
This is certainly the case. We apply Opial’s Theorem to get an a.p. solution 
and finish the proof exactly as for Theorem 4. 
Note that from (22) with a= cp we have M(B2- c2ep9)= M(p, - 
cle+“) so M(ka-/?,+c,e9)=M(ka-P,+c,eP9). Hence it is also 
sufficient to assume M(ka- jI1) 20 in Theorem 6. According to 
Proposition 1, if M(crk - b2 + cze”) < 0, then Theorem 6 does not hold. 
The condition that M( /Iz) < ka may seem somewhat artificial. In the next 
section we get the existence of an almost periodic solution without it, but 
at the expense of the stability. But for the constant case 
J(O,O) = 
ka c1 
c2 > ka-fiz ’ 
ThusP,=(O,O)isarepellerifdetJ>Oandka-B,+k~-B,BO.Soour 
hypothesis is consistent with this condition. 
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7. THE GENERAL CASE 
We now turn our attention to the full set of Eqs. (4). We attempt o find 
positive solutions in two different ways. For the periodic case it is sufficient 
to find an invariant set in the first quadrant. For the almost periodic case 
this is insufficient. We do the (easy) periodic case first. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose B,, B,. c,, c1 are positive periodic functions of 
period P, with min,,i(kia-/?,) > 0. Then the system (4) has a positive 
periodic solution of period P. 
ProoJ: We consider the curve C consisting of n, +n,= u, O<nl Gu, 
where u < min,i(k,a - Pi)(t), together with n, = 0, u < n2 < R; n, = 0, n < 
n,<R; n,=R, O<n,<R; and n,=R, O<n,<R (where R>[o+c,/k,]). 
Then for (n,, n2) on this curve C, the trajectories of system (4) go into the 
region bounded by C. For example, on n, + n, = u we have 0 Gn, < u so 
that n’,=kln,[o--u]-/?n,+c,(u-n,)>O. This follows since the right 
hand side is zero at n, = 0, is positive at n, = u, and is concave down. On 
n, = 0 n; = c1 n2 > 0 for 0 < n2 < R. On n, = R, n; < 0 since the linear func- 
tion(onO~n,~R)k,R(a-R-n,)-D,R+c,n,hasnegativecoefficients. 
This the region bounded by C is invariant. The Poincare map 
(n,(O), n*(O)) + (n,(P), n,(P)) has a fixed point. Since the curve n, =0 
u < n2 <R is a strict ingress curve, the periodic solution is never zero in 
either coordinate. 
An ingress surface is not a sufficient criterion in the almost periodic case. 
Our plan is to construct a smaller ingress surface for almost periodic solu- 
tions, and to solve the equations by iteration there. We suppose that (4, @) 
are positive almost periodic functions and consider the equations 
n~=kln,(a-nl-~)-~ln,+c,~ 
n; = k,n,(a - n2 - d) - D2n, + c2d 
(25) 
We want to let an a.p. solution (n,, n2) = T(& $). If T has a fixed point we 
have a solution of (4). 
Let WW= {(f, g) I fand g are a.p., mod(f, g)cmod(P,, P2, cl, c2)}. 
We use the topology generated by [(f, g)] = max(llflL llgll 1 where llfll = 
suptsR If(t C(AP) is a complete metric space. 
LEMMA 3. Assume inf, c,(t) > 0, i= 1,2, and H( 1)‘. Then for cp > 0 and 
$ > 0, the system (25) has a unique a.p. solution (n,, n2) with module 
h, n2) = mod(d, ti, B,, A, cl, 4. That is, if (cp, $) E CW’) then the map 
T is well-defined and T(#, tj) E C(A P). 
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Proof To look for a.p. solutions which are positive we set n, = ex and 
n2 = ey. We get 
x’=kI(o-ee”-e,IL)-~l+cleILe~~y=f(t, II/,x) (26) 
and a similar equation for y. This is an equation to which we can apply 
Opial’s Theorem. To get an initial bounded solution one observes that 
lim ,+,f(t,$,x)= -co and lim x’ ~5 f(t, $, x) = +co both uniformly in 
t. Let xi be this a.p. solution. We have module containment. If x2 is any 
other solution, let w = xi - x2. Then w’ = f,(t, II/, 0 w. But f, < 
-2 Jk, inf c,e-““I = -a since f; is concave down. It follows that 
D+ [WI =sgn ww’d -a IwI and Iw(t)l e”‘d Iw(s)l eC’ for sdt (as in the 
proof of Theorem 5). Thus lw(s)l + +cc as s+ -cc so that x, is the 
unique solution of (26) that is bounded on R. In particular, it is the only 
a.p. solution. 
We need to have a positive lower bound for our a.p. solutions of (25) in 
order to avoid the obvious trivial solution. Moreover, we neen these 
bounds to be as good as possible so that we can get a contraction. We will 
do these under the constancy of the sign of ak - b + c. 
LEMMA 4. Letf(x) = x2 - x(a - a) - CCL = 0 define X(U) > Ofor CL > 0 and 
c > 0. Then x( CC) is increasing if a d c and decreasing if a > c. 
Proof Since c > 0, we have f’(x(cc)) > 0. Then f’(x) X’(U) +x-c z 0. 
Writing f(x) = x[x - a] + a[x - c], we have f’(x) x’(a) = xcr -‘(x - a). 
Now x(v) <a if and only if f(a) ~0; i.e., a>c. Similarly x(a) >a if and 
only ifS(a) 
We can formulate the self-map problem. Let 1, p be positive numbers. 
We say that 2, ,a is a self-map pair if 0 < J. < 4, $ < p imply that (n,, n2) = 
T(#, $) satisfy A <n, < ,u, i = 1,2. 
The conditions for a self-map pair depend on the sign of c - (ka - B). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose 0 < kja -pi < ci for all t; then (A, p) is a self-map 
pair if 
Ik.<C;+kia-Pi 
I\ 2 
(t) < ,uki for all t, i = 1,2. (27) 
Proof We use Proposition 2 and look at the first of Eqs. (25), 
dropping subscripts. Then 
supn(t)=sup{n(t) 1 kn*(t)-n(t)[ka-p-kl(/]-c$=O}. 
This last condition is of the form of Lemma 4. In our present instance a = 
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ka-p<c so n(t)<R where g(R)=kR2-R[ko-/I---kp]-cp=O. But 
R<p if and only if g(p)>O. Similarly n(t) 2 r where h(r) = kr* - 
r(ka - fl - kA) - cIU = 0 and Y > Ik if and only if h(J) 6 0. These give (27). 
LEMMA 6. Suppose 0 < ci< k,a- /Ii for all t. Then (A, ,u) is a self-map 
pair iffor some x > 1, ,LL = x2 and 
Ci(f) 
x(1 +x) 
+ (kio - Pi) l+x (t)<k;A,G&cj(s)+(k;o;;i)(s) (28) 
for all t, s, i= 1, 2. 
Proof: As in Lemma 5 we use Proposition 2. However, since kc--/I> c 
we have n’($)<O. Thus n(t)< R where g(R)=kR2-R[ka-B-K-l] - 
cl=0 and Rdp if g(p) 20. Similarly n(t)> 1 if h(A) = k;1*- 
A[ka - /I - kp] - cp < 0. These conditions are 
kp*-(ko-b-kA)u-cil>O 
k12-(ka-fl-kp)~-cp<0. 
We solve these inequalities by setting p = x2, x > 1. The resulting 
inequalities are linear in 1. Then solution is given by (28). 
For each of these self-map pairs we now derive the condition that 
if T(cp, $) is restricted to (cp, $) such that I < cp, $ <p, then T is a 
contraction. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose 0 < k,a- pi< ci. Then T restricted to the interval 
[A, *] is a contraction if 
(k’03- “) (t) < lki for all t, i; (29) 
ci(t) 2 uki for all t, i; (30) 
and 
sup 
ci+kio-bi<~k, 
4 I. I.; 
(31) 
Proof Because of the topology on C(AP) we may restrict ourselves to 
one of the coordinates. Dropping subscripts on k, /I, c we have 
n’=kn(a-n-$,)-fin+ct+b, 
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m’=kn(a-m-$,)-flm+c$,, 
where 1< n, m, $r, $I~ 6 p. Now u = n - m satisfies 
and u is almost periodic. We apply Proposition 2 to conclude that 
lb - mll c-km 
WI - ICI*11 GYP k($+n+m)-(kc-j?) ’ 
BY (29) k($+n+m)-(ka-/?)>3kA--(kg-/?)>0 and c-km>c- 
kp > 0 by (30). There is an r < 1 so that for all t 
c+ka-B<rlk 
4 ’ . 
Then we have 
c-km<c+ko-p-km-(ka-j?) 
< 41kr - km - (ka - j?) d r[4iZk - kn - (ka - /I)] 
< r[3Akr - (ka - /?)I, 
as was to be proved. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose o < c;< kia-Pi for all t. Then T restricted to the 
interval [A, p] is a contraction if 
y(t)<k’” for all t, i = 1,2; (32) 
ci(t)<kil forall t, i= 1, 2; (33) 
and 
sup 
kia-Pi-Ci< k,l 
2 ’ 
i= 1, 2. (34) 
I 
Proof As in Lemma 7 we look at the contraction quotient. Then (32) 
gives the denominator positive as in Lemma 7, and (33) makes km - c 2 
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kl - c > 0. Since (34) is a strict inequality and km < u we may find r < 1 so 
that (l/2) km( 1 - r) + sup,((ko - fi - c)/2) G kAr. Then 
km-c=km+(ka-/?-c)-((kg-/?) 
<km+2klr-km(1 -r)-(ka-/?) 
< r[km + k($ + n) - (ka - /?)I. 
This completes the proof, 
We now put these lemmas together to get existence theorems for a.p. 
solutions. The hypotheses are complicated by the presence of i = 1,2 in 
several of the conditions. For the application we have in mind, it is the case 
that the functions would not vary greatly. We define ai = sup c,/inf ci and 
b, = sup(kia - Bi)/inf(kia- pi) and say that the coefficients do not vary 
much if ai, bi are near 1. 
THEOREM 8. Assume that system (4) satisfies H( 1)’ and 0 < kio - pi < ci 
with inf(k,a - pi) > 0. Suppose there are constants 1 and p so that 
$ inf(c, + k,a - pi) < ,Iki < 4 inf(c, + kio - pi), (35) 
; sup(c, + k;o - pi) < ,uki < supci. (36) 
Zf ui, bi are near 1 then the system (4) has an u.p. solution with module 
containment. 
Proof. We need to show that the hypotheses of Lemmas 3, 5, and 7 are 
satisfied. The right hand inequality of (35) and left hand inequality of (36) 
give (27). We next note that (31) implies (29) for (ka - 8)/3 = (ka - /3)/4 + 
(1/12)(ka-B)~(1/4)(ko-B)+(1/12)c~(1/4)(ka-B+c)<~k. For (31) 
we have 
ci(t) + (kia- pi)(t) ~ ~i inf ci+ biinf(kio- pi) < ok, 
4 4 4 I 
for ui, bi- 1 by (35). For (30) we observe that by (36) pki< SUP ci < 
u,,inf ci which implies (30). 
Remark. Equations (35) and (36) are clearly satisfied for a fixed i. The 
point of the hypothesis is that the intervals Zi = (( l/ki) inf((c, + kia - /?,)/4), 
( l/ki) inf(ci + kia - pi)/2) satisfy II n Z2 # a. Moreover, it would be 
instructive to see what ui, bi w 1 means. Assume, e.g., that 1 < a, b < 3/2; 
then on (31) we have ((~~+(k~o-jI~))/4)(t)<(3/2)(1/4)[c~+(k,o-j?~)]~) 
so one needs (3/8) inf(c, + kio - Bi) < Iki < (1/2)(inf ci + kio - /Ii), and 
(l/2) SUp(Ci + kio - pi) < & < (2/3) SUP ci. They still are generous intervals. 
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The case when c; d kja - pi is slightly more complicated. 
THEOREM 9. Assume that system (4) satisfies H( 1)’ and inf[(k,a - pi)/ci] 
= 1 + E for some 0 <E < I/2. If ai and bj are sufficiently close to 1 and there 
is a 1 and XE (x,, 215) such that 1 <x0< 715 and 
infXCi+ (kia-BO) ci 1 
1+x - 
inf - x0--- 
1+x ( ) x0
< Ak, < inf XC! + (b - Pi) 
I 1+x ’ 
i= 1,2, 
then there is an almost periodic solution of (4) with module containment. 
Proof: For this proof, as for Theorem 8, we need to show that 
inequalities (28), (32)-(34) are satisfied. We drop subscripts and derive 
conditions so that (32)-(34) are satisfied because each of the quantities is 
less than the left hand expression in (28). 
On (32): We have 
@a-B) (t) <b&-B) 4s) ~ \ 
C 3 
(s)<- 
x(1+x) 
+ W-B) 
I+x (s) 
if x[b(l +x) - 31 d c(s)/(ko - b(s)) for all S. If b < 1 + s/2 then 
b(l+x)-3<0 for x<(2-~/2)/(1+&/2). Then x<7/5 and b<l+s/2 is 
sufficient for (32) to be satisfied trivially. 
On (33) We require UC(S) 6 l/x( 1 +x) c(s) + (ka - p)/( 1 +x)(s) or 
[a( 1 + x)x - l] c(s) Q (ka - j?)(s), and finally a( 1 + x)x - 1 Q 1 + E. 
Writing a = A(2 + E), 0 < ;i < l/2 this is satisfied if x < (21) ‘I*. For A 
small x < 7/5. 
On (34): 
inf (ka-P-C+&k~-~)(~)--~< ’ 
2 2 2 ‘x(1+ C(S)+(ko-b) I+x@) 
if [b( 1 + x)x - 2x](ka - p)(s) < 2c(s) + (1 + x)x inf c or if x[b( 1 + x) - 23 
(ka -B)(s) < [2 + x( 1 + x)] inf c. 
We derive x[b( 1 + x) - 2]/(2 +x( 1 +x)) < inf c/sup(ka - p). Now 
inf c 1 sup c 
sup(ka-P)=abinf(ko-fi) 
1 - = 
ab(1 +E)’ 
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so it suffices to have x[b( 1 +x) - 216 [2 +x( 1 + x)]/ab( 1 + E). We write 
this as 
x( 1 + x)[&(l + E) - l] - (b - 2)(ab)( 1 +&)X 6 2. 
This is satisfied if x2 < l/(ab2( 1 + E) - 1). As a, b + 1 + this becomes x2 6 
l/s and l/s > 2. Consequently for a, b - 1, x d 7/5 will suffice. 
In summary, if a, b - 1 and x d 7/5, then the conditions of Lemma 8 are 
met by virtue of each of the quantities being less than the left hand expres- 
sion of (28). Now we provide an upper bound for this quantity. 
We have (x- l/x) c(t) > (x,,- l/x,) inf c if x3x,. Thus for x3x,, 
c(t)lx(l +x) + (ka - B)(t)l(l +x) < xc(r)l(l +x) + ((ko - B)/(l +x))(t) 
- inf(c)/( 1 + x)(x,, - l/x,). But 
I= sup 
s L 
4s) --+~(s)]e-&+ 
x(1+x) 
“y+;b’ (t) 
6 xc(r) + (kc - PI 
- T-T?)+ 1+x 
+ (b - ;‘t+kt - /I)(r)] 
Since we are restricting x E [x0, 7/5] and c, (ka - 8) are bounded, the term 
in [ ] < (l/2) inf c/( 1 + x)(x0 - l/x,) for a, b - 1. We conclude that 
I6 inf 
, 
Any number 2 that satisfies (37) together with p = Ax will give a self-map 
pair and T a contraction. This completes the proof. 
It is useful to consider the basic hypotheses of the two theorems when 
the coefficients are constants. The Jacobian J at (0,O) is 
whose determinant is (k,a-P,)(k,a- p2) - c,c2. 
For kia - /Ii > ci > 0 we have the two eigenvalues with positive real parts 
so (0, 0) is a repeller. If the reverse, 0 < k,a - /I, < ci, then the two real 
eigenvalues have opposite sign. The positive eigenvalue has a positive 
eigenvector by Perron’s Theorem. This eigenvector points into the positive 
quadrant and the dynamics flow away from (0,O). Either hypothesis then 
suggests an attractor in the first quadrant. We have not been able to show 
stability of our a.p. solution. 
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8. OPEN QUESTIONS 
We have been resonably successful in establishing the long term 
behaviour of solutions of Eqs. (3). The missing case is when k, #k, and 
M(d) > 0. We have not been able to see what occurs. One would guess that 
there is a non-trivial globally asymptotically stable a.p. solution. 
One would also hope to be able to prove some stability of the a.p. solu- 
tions obtained in Theorems 8 and 9. At least one could conjecture that 
there is at most one a.p. solution (the trivial one aside). 
Finally, if k,a < M( p2) it appears that (0,O) is an attractor and it would 
be difficult to get non-zero limiting behaviour. 
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